RChilli
Resume/CV Parser
RChilli resume parser is a deep learning/AI framework
that identifies complete information from resumes and
enriches it through its taxonomies.
The resume parser extracts candidate data from
resumes in 140+ data fields through REST API. It analyzes
resumes created in any document format, such as doc,
docx, HTML, pdf, RTF.

What Does RChilli
Resume/CV Parser Offer?
1
FEATURE NAME:
Rest API Integration

DESCRIPTION:
RChilli resume parser extracts the resume information in 140+ data fields. For more
information, click here.

USER REQUIREMENT:
“Candidates leave my job application mid-way because they have to fill in repetitive
information in data fields.”
“As a recruiter, I spend a lot of my time manually checking each resume and matching it
with the job profile.”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Candidates can fill profile in less than 10 sec as the parser will automatically fill the data
fields.
Recruiters can shortlist candidates quickly with the help of extracted data.

2
FEATURE NAME:
Bulk Parsing

DESCRIPTION:
It allows RChilli resume parser to parse multiple resumes in a go. All you need to do is upload
multiple resumes to the given FTP, and you will get the extracted information in seconds.

USER REQUIREMENT:
“I am getting resume feed from a partner site and have other resume data sets. Parsing
such a big number will consume a lot of my time.”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Easily import million of resumes overnight
Customer delight

3
FEATURE NAME:
Email Inbox Integration

DESCRIPTION:
Email inbox integration allows users to parse resumes from single or multiple email inboxes.
This feature requires a simple process and a quick one-time setup.

USER REQUIREMENT:
“We get numerous resumes on our email IDs. How can we ensure that we screen all
these resumes and do not miss on quality candidates?”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Within less than 2 seconds, get resume data in your database
Saves data entry time post-event by 90%
Shorten client onboarding

4
FEATURE NAME:
Configurable Data Fields

DESCRIPTION:
RChilli resume parser can remove the data which you feel can cause bias in your recruiting
decision. You can identify the data fields and have the option to enable/disable fields as per
your requirement. Once you disable the fields, the parser will not fetch data for the same. For
more information on these fields, click here.

USER REQUIREMENT:
“I may not require parsing results for all data fields. Is there a way I can get the freedom
to choose resume data fields for which you need information?”
“I do not want to get information about data fields that can cause bias e.g. name, age,
gender, marital status, candidate image, etc.”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Remove unconscious bias through Switch on/off fields

5
FEATURE NAME:
Apply Now Button with 2-min Integration

DESCRIPTION:
Option to integrate RChilli RScript plugin directly to your web page within 2 min. If you have a
resume upload form on your website, you can easily use RScript.

USER REQUIREMENT:
“I am in an urgent need of a parser and do not have time for doing API integration. Can I
still use your parser?”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Quickly integrate the ‘apply now’ button on your career page within 2 min
Shortens the integration time by 98%
Option to upload resumes from LinkedIn, Dropbox, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, etc.

6
FEATURE NAME:
Document Template Creation

DESCRIPTION:
We save the parsed data in a document template designed to bring uniformity in the
presentation.

USER REQUIREMENT:
“My resumes look unstructured when it comes to its presentation. Is there a way that
they can look uniform to give more clarity to the recruiter?”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Mask resumes before sending to the client

7
FEATURE NAME:
Executive/Management Summary Creation

DESCRIPTION:
It helps in showing synopsis of resume to the recruiters

USER REQUIREMENT:
“I need to read the entire resume to know about a candidate. It takes a lot of my time.”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Recruiters can evaluate a candidate just by reading the summary

8
FEATURE NAME:
Multi-lingual Support

DESCRIPTION:
RChilli resume parser supports parsing in 30+ languages. It does not require any separate
configuration. The parser auto-identifies the languages of the resume and extracts the
information.
For more information about the languages, go to
https://www.rchilli.com/languages

USER REQUIREMENT:
“I get resumes in multiple languages. How can I parse resumes that are not in English?”

HOW RESUME/CV PARSER HELPS?
Recruiters can get more quality candidates from across the globe.

About RChilli
RChilli is the most trusted partner for Parsing, Matching, and Data Enrichment for Global
Recruiting Platforms. Its clients are ATS, job boards, and enterprises who need the
ability to parse large amounts of resumes/jobs in a scalable manner. They get perfect
candidates quickly by using its automated parsing, matching, and scoring system.

SCHEDULE A CALL

